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ABSTRACT
As the conflict in Syria approaches its third year, increasing attention and concern are being
paid to the conflict’s extremely high number of foreign fighters (FFs). Conservative estimates
place the number of FFs in Syria between 6,000 – 12,000. Thus, Syria has attracted more FFs
than any other previous conflict, and in particular, has attracted an enormous number of
Western FFs. FFs pose various threats to both their home states and the current conflict. The
staggering numbers of FFs in Syria therefore, have alarmed security officials who are faced
with these threats. By outlining these various threats, assessing the Syrian conflict and its key
actors, and the various FFs involved, this report seeks to explain why Syria has attracted so
many FFs. Furthermore, this report proposes several essential measures necessary for counter
strategies, specifically those developed by Western states.
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INTRODUCTION
As the conflict in Syria approaches its third year, increasing attention is being
paid to the various non-state militant actors on the battlefield. Specifically, a growing
interest and concern surrounds the alarming number of foreign fighters (FFs) in Syria
who have volunteered to fight either for the government of Bashar al-Assad or for one of
the various rebel factions. Conservative estimates of FFs who have entered Syria in the
past two years place the number between 6,000 and 12,000.1 This number is far greater
than the number of FFs seen in previous conflicts such as Bosnia and Chechnya in the
1990s, Afghanistan, Iraq, and Pakistan in the 2000s, and more recently, in Somalia,
Yemen, and Mali. Though the fighters in Syria are predominantly Arab Muslims,
individuals have come from over 60 nations and include Westerners from Europe,
Australia, and the U.S. Despite Western-backing for moderate rebel groups, such as the
Free Syrian Army (FSA), extremist opposition groups, such as those linked to al-Qaeda
(AQ), appear both more cohesive and financially sound. Either as a result of or in
conjunction with this, many FFs are flocking to these groups, often dominating leadership
positions and adding a global dimension to the groups’ image, as their presence indicates
the groups’ goals transcend local issues. The presence of FFs underscores the
increasingly global nature of the conflict, and in the case of those volunteering for AQlinked groups, perpetuates the supposedly global call for jihad.
Many questions arise from these startling numbers, not least of which are those
concerned with the threats posed by these FFs. According to former CIA analyst, Michael
Scheur, the threats the FFs pose to their home countries are “clearly more serious today
than ever before.”2 If the FF presents such serious threats, a more thorough exploration of

1

Foreign Policy Research Institute. ‘Foreign fighters in Syria and beyond.’ FPRI [symposium and webcast,]
23/10/2013 http://www.fpri.org/multimedia/2013/10/foreign-fighters-syria-and-beyond ;
Sly, L. ‘Foreign extremists dominate Syria fight.’ The Washington Post, 2/10/2013.
http://www.washingtonpost.com/world/middle_east/foreign-extremists-dominate-syriafight/2013/10/01/5871685e-2ae7-11e3-b141-298f46539716_story.html ;
Wong, K. ‘Foreign jihadists surpass Afghan-Soviet war, storm Syria in record numbers.’ The Washington
Times, 10/10/2013. http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2013/oct/20/foreign-jihadists-surpass-afghansoviet-war-storm-/?page=all
2
Michael Scheur, as quoted in Noonan, M. ‘World report: Syria’s foreign fighter conundrum.’ US News
and World Report, 21/10/2013. http://www.usnews.com/opinion/blogs/world-report/2013/10/21/foreignfighters-in-syria-and-the-middle-east-are-a-threat-to-national-security
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the term and its specific development in Syria is needed. Moreover, questions such as,
‘what are these threats?’ and ‘why has Syria become such a magnet for FFs?’ demand
attention. Understanding the ‘who,’ ‘what,’ ‘how,’ and ‘why’ elements of FFs in Syria is
essential in order to develop an effective counter strategy.
In order to assess why Syria has attracted so many FFs, this report will examine
the term FF and propose a definition that is tailored to those involved in this conflict
specifically. Existing literature on FFs and their involvement in other conflicts will also
be reviewed as it provides insight into the ‘how’ and ‘why’ aspects of the FF
phenomenon. Next, the key actors involved in the Syrian landscape will be broken down
into several groups and further described in detail. While exact numbers of FFs in
specific groups are hard to come by, the groups and actors outlined in this report were
selected on the basis of their relative strength and prominence in the conflict. In other
words, while we have an estimate of the number of FFs in the conflict overall, we do not
have a breakdown of which groups these FFs choose to fight with upon arrival. While we
do know which groups some FFs are fighting with, due to human-interest stories or
martyrdom notices, generally speaking it is impossible to classify which group each FF
has chosen to fight with. Thus, the author chose to examine the largest and strongest
groups, the majority of which have confirmed FF presences. In the next section, the
report provides a breakdown of where the FFs are coming from on a country and region
specific basis. Countries that have produced a high number of FFs are detailed beyond
the chart, providing descriptive statistics or trends of the FFs.
After the facts are laid out, several suggestions are put forth for why Syria has
attracted such a high number of FFs. It is this author’s belief that the sectarian division
between the Sunnis and Shiites is the main draw for FFs in this conflict. Unlike other
conflicts that drew high numbers of FFs, such as in Afghanistan and Iraq, a foreign
military presence does not exist in the Syrian conflict. Thus, in Syria, there is no desire to
expel a foreign military, a desire named by many FFs in the past. No, the conflict in Syria
is fundamentally sectarian, and this division has been exacerbated by other conflating
factors including Syria’s geographic location, the timing of the conflict, the lack of U.S.
military intervention, and several context-specific particulars. Following these arguments,
several policy implications are discussed and suggestions for reducing the flow of FFs
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and countering the threats they pose both now and in the future are given. Prior to all of
this, however, an explanation of the threats posed by FFs is needed.

Why a Threat?
In the simplest sense, FFs are threatening as their presence perpetuates the
conflict and suggests it is one without borders. Secondly, while they pose a direct threat
themselves as militants and weapons (e.g., suicide bombers), FFs can serve as an
inspiration to other vulnerable individuals who might be radicalized vis-à-vis them, both
now and in the future. Thirdly, FFs are threatening because they may return home and
seek to commit violent attacks against their nation.
In Syria, Western FFs are particularly worrisome to their nations, as the majority
of them claim to be fighting in the name of jihad,3 or the global holy war in the name of
Islam.4 Because jihad identifies the West as an enemy, the major concern is that these
Western FFs will survive Syria and return home. These FFs may become trained fighters
abroad and return not only with expertise but a sense of confidence in the achievability of
victory. As Scheur notes, “They and their colleagues now know that they inflicted
humiliating defeats on the United States military in Afghanistan and Iraq, and that
knowledge will boost both spirits and recruitment.”5 Confident and enthusiastic, the FF
returns with a hardened commitment to fight jihad and may wish to perpetrate attacks
against Western Europe or the United States. Though many are radicalized prior to
arriving in the conflict zone, upon arrival, FFs are further radicalized in violent
extremism as fighting and being amidst the violence is a force multiplier.
If the FF returns home radicalized and committed to perpetuating jihad, he/she
will resort to terrorist tactics, as the West lacks the battlefield landscape of Syria. While
he/she may personally plan to commit these attacks, it is likely that he/she will inspire
and recruit like-minded individuals to assist with the attack. Seeing as the attacks will be
3

The Arabic word jihad roughly translates to struggle and is understood by some in Islam to denote a nonviolent and internal struggle against non-believers. However, in this report, jihad refers to the specific
interpretation of a violent armed struggle undertaken by Muslims in the name of Allah.
4
Lund, A. ‘Syria’s Salafi insurgents: the rise of the Syrian Islamic Front.’ UI Occasional Paper 17.
Stockholm: The Swedish Institute of International Affairs, March 2013.
5
Michael Scheur, as quoted in Wong, p. 1.
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on Western soil, it is likely that these future recruits will also be Westerners. Thus,
countering the threat is exceedingly difficult as the target is unknown and the coconspirators are likely unsuspicious Western nationals who lack the travel history of the
FF.
The FFs in Syria are also threatening as they serve as de facto role models for
future FFs. The FF figure is one of the most powerful forms of propaganda. According to
a study done by Watts focused on AQ foot soldiers, “the modern Sunni mujahid6 was not
mobilized by Internet content or a centralized recruiting organization but instead by a
returning FF or a local religious leader.”7 From a more practical standpoint, Watts found
that these returning FFs were essential to mobilization as they could give guidance on
how to travel to the conflict and who to seek out upon arrival. Therefore, the threat is
complex and far-reaching: with battlefield experience, the FF may inspire future FFs
and/or may export their radicalization back home, inspiring and planning violent attacks
at home.
Additionally, the FFs who join extremist opposition groups, especially those
linked to AQ, threaten the success of the more moderate, Western-backed groups. From a
zero-sum standpoint, their presence can be seen as strengthening the radical elements
whilst weakening the moderate ones and altogether, polarizing the conflict.

6

This Arabic word shares a root structure (د/ه/ )جwith jihad, and denotes a person who is engaged in jihad.
The plural of this word is mujahideen and in this report, both the singular and plural are meant to refer to
those involved in jihad as defined here. For more information see: Dukes, K.The Quranic Arabic Corpus.
Leeds, UK: The Language Resource Group: University of Leeds, 2011. http://corpus.quran.com/
7
Watts, C. ‘Beyond Iraq and Afghanistan: what foreign fighter data reveals about the future of terrorism.’
Small Wars Journal 2008. http://smallwarsjournal.com/jrnl/art/beyond-iraq-and-afghanistan
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Figure 1: Jihadist Foreign Fighter Threat

However, it is important to discuss the potential threat of FFs returning to
Western soil in a nuanced fashion. Not all fighters who have gone abroad to fight have
joined AQ-linked groups and not all who return will want to wage terrorist attacks on
U.S. soil. Nevertheless, numerous studies have shown that terrorists involved in previous
attacks on the West received training and/or partook in fighting abroad. Additionally,
Hegghammer8 showed that terrorists with foreign experience are more lethal, dangerous,
and sophisticated than their domestic counterparts. He also noted that the assumption
that FFs are domestic terrorists in the making is more widespread in the United States
than in Europe, but is popular in Western nations overall. Thus, the idea that the FF will
return home to commit domestic attacks is widely held.

8

Hegghammer, T. ‘Should I stay or should I go? Explaining variation in Western jihadists’ choice between
domestic and foreign fighting.’ American Political Science Review 107:1 (January 2013): 1-15.
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LITERATURE REVIEW
Definitions and Terminology
The FF phenomenon is a notoriously under-researched topic for two reasons.
First, the open-source data available on FFs is scarce and often unreliable, making
research endeavours difficult. There is no consensus on exact numbers of FFs in any
conflict and estimates that do exist vary widely. Second, the very word FF is subjective in
nature and limited by the absence of a commonly accepted or established definition. The
reason for this lack of definition is that FFs are a specific and often-misunderstood actor
category.
Scholars have put forth various definitions that tend to be similar versions of the
same thing; however, several important contradictions have surfaced. To begin,
Mendelson broadly defines FFs as “volunteers [who] leave their homes and intervene in a
clash taking place in a foreign location.”9 Going further, Malet defines FFs more
specifically, as “non-citizens of conflict states who join insurgencies during civil
conflict.”10 Malet11 also created a typology for four kinds of FFs, splitting them up into
conflicts of ethnic divisions or non-ethnic divisions and based on whether or not the FFs
themselves were co-ethnics or non-co-ethnics. Thus, FFs can be co-ethnic individuals
fighting in an ethnic conflict or fighting in a non-ethnic conflict. Additionally, FFs can be
non-co-ethnic individuals fighting in an ethnic conflict or fighting in a non-ethnic
conflict. In sum, the FF can be ethnically linked to one or more of the local groups
involved in the conflict, regardless of whether or not the conflict is generally understood
to be an ethnic one.
Contrastingly, Hegghammer12 outlines four inclusion criteria for FFs, one of
which dismisses individuals who have ethnic or kinship ties to the conflict that they are
volunteering for. Specifically, he defines a FF as an individual who “(1) has joined, and
operates within the confines of an insurgency, (2) lacks citizenship of the conflict state or
9

Mendelsohn, B.’Foreign fighters-recent trends.’ Orbis 55:2 (2011): p. 189.
Malet, D. ‘Foreign fighters: transnational identity in civil conflicts.’ Ph.D. dissertation. Washington, DC:
George Washington University, 2009: p. 9.
11
Malet, D. ‘Why foreign fighters? Historical perspectives and solutions.’ Orbis 54:1 (2010): 97-114.
12
Hegghammer, T. ‘The rise of Muslim foreign fighters: Islam and the globalization of jihad.’ International
Security 35:5 (2011): 53-94.
10
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kinship links to its warring factions, (3) lacks affiliation to an official military
organization, and (4) is unpaid.”13 These criteria are extremely useful, as each helps
distinguish the FF from similar actors who are often confused with FFs. As criterion 1
shows, because FFs fight in a location-specific conflict and do not specialize in terrorist
tactics against non-combatants, they are distinct from international terrorists. Though
occasionally FFs have engaged in terrorist tactics, such as with the American suicide
bombers in Somalia,14 they are distinct from international terrorists as they (1) originally
join a localized insurgency, (2) tend to perpetrate these attacks within the confines of the
insurgency, and (3) do not primarily target non-combatants.
Criterion 3 distinguishes FFs from soldiers who fight with an official military,
while criteria 4 distinguishes FFs from mercenaries who, seeking the maximum financial
profit, fight for whomever offers the largest benefit. In theory, these mercenaries fight for
an agreed upon amount of money, while FFs do not receive any financial compensation
for their services; however, in reality some militant groups lure foreigners with the
promise of financial reward. Additionally, some states have reportedly enticed foreigners
to fight in third-party conflicts by promising benefits to their families at home, as was the
case recently with Saudi Arabia.15 Nevertheless, these are exceptions to the rule, and the
distinction lies in the militiamen’s profit seeking thinking as opposed to the FFs’
ideological commitment. Whereas militiamen choose whichever conflict offers the
highest financial reward, FFs go to a conflict for reasons that trump financials.
The distinction of criterion 2 was important for Hegghammer’s analyses, as he
focused on historical mobilization processes of FFs, and rightly assumed that ethnic or
kinship ties would alter mobilization processes considerably. However, in a later work16
focused on Western militant jihadist FFs, he departed from this earlier definition and
defined a Western FF as someone who leaves the West to fight somewhere else,
regardless of kinship ties. For this report, the distinction of criterion 2 is ignored for two
reasons. Firstly, due to the nature of the data, it would be largely futile, if not next to
13

Ibid. p. 58.
Kron, J. ‘American identified as bomber in attack on African Union in Somalia.’ The New York Times,
30/10/2011. http://www.nytimes.com/2011/10/31/world/africa/shabab-identify-american-as-bomber-insomalia-attack.html
15
A more detailed discussion of this is provided in a later section.
16
Hegghammer, ‘Should I stay or should I go?’
14
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impossible, to rule out who is strictly a co-ethnic and who is not. Secondly, due to the
sectarian nature of the Syrian conflict, attempting to exclude co-ethnics may be
disadvantageous. Though the nature of the conflict is disputed, it is clearly one with
ethnic, religious, and ideological bents. Thus, many of the FFs are reportedly co-ethnics.
The difficulties associated with defining and measuring ‘who’ a people truly are,
are well known, and questions such as, ‘what are ethnicity and kinship?’ are beyond the
scope of this report; however, many definitions of ethnicity point to the existence of a
belief of common ancestry and/or shared cultural features such as language and
religion.17 Others have defined ethnic groups as having or at least “remembering” the
existence of a territorial homeland and hold that the majority of members within the
group value the cultural traditions and view membership as “normatively and
psychologically important to them.”18
In Syria, many of the FFs are fighting in the name of Islam and therefore, related
to local fighters in terms of religion and in their commitment to the preservation of this
religious identity. In addition to religion, many FFs also share linguistic identities with
their local counterparts, speaking Arabic and coming from the Arab world. However, a
large number of FFs come from the Western world and have only recently converted to
Islam, meaning they may not be included as co-ethnics by some classification schemes,
despite their shared identities. As evident, in this instance, classification labels such as
‘ethnic’ and ‘religious’ may confuse rather than clarify. Moreover, as the purpose of this
report is exploratory, the exclusion of FFs based on subjective ‘ethnic lines’ is not
warranted.
According to Hegghammer’s later definition, the FF can engage in any kind of
military activity (insurgent, guerrilla, or terrorist) against either Western or non-Western
targets (Western troops or local forces), so long as the fighting occurs outside the West.19
This indicates that FFs can be seen in various forms of conflict, employing various
military tactics including insurgent and terrorist. Indeed, Hegghammer concludes that FFs

17

Fearon, J.D. and Laitin, D.D. ‘Ordinary language and external validity.’ Paper presented at the Annual
Meetings of the American Political Science Association: Washington, D.C., September 2000.
18
Fearon, J.D. ‘Ethnic and cultural diversity by country.’ Journal of Economic Growth 8:2 (2003), p. 201.
19
Hegghammer, ‘Should I stay or should I go?’
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“are insurgents in every respect but their passports.”20 Understood here in line with
Fearon and Laitin’s definition, an insurgency is “a technology of military conflict
characterized by small, lightly armed bands practicing guerrilla warfare from rural base
areas.”21 Thus, while the Syrian conflict is a civil war, it can also be seen as an
insurgency for the actors involved use insurgent techniques.
Taking all of this into account, this report proposes the following definition of a
FF. The term FF applies to any unpaid individual who voluntarily joins, and operates
within, a 3rd party conflict using any tactic, regardless of kinship ties. Before getting into
specifics on the FFs in Syria, this report will provide an overview of some of the existing
theory on how and why individuals become FFs.

How and Who? Radicalization and Recruitment
Radicalization
In order to understand how a FF becomes involved in a conflict, one must
understand the term radicalization. Using Ladbury’s definition, radicalization is “the
social processes, by which people are brought to condone, legitimize, support, or carry
out violence for political or religious objectives.”22 The notion of political or religious
objectives is confusing when discussing individuals fighting jihad, as its objective is a
fusion of the two. Using Okin’s definition, in political Islam jihad is a “strategy to defeat
the enemies of Islam through full armed confrontation.”23 Thus, for would-be jihadis, the
radicalization process may be influenced by both religious and political elements. This
paper refers to radicalization in terms of jihad.
A great deal of existing research has focused on how an individual becomes
radicalized, which actors are involved in this transformation, and what exactly this
transformation looks like. Though these social processes differ from individual to
20

Hegghammer, ‘The rise of Muslim foreign fighters,’ p. 55.
Fearon, J. D. and Laitin, D.D. ‘Ethnicity, insurgency, and civil war.’ The American Political Science
Review 97:1 (2003) p. 75.
22
Ladbury, S. ‘Why do men join the Taliban and Hizb-I Islami? How much do local communities support
them?’ Independent Report for the Department of International Development. London: Department of
International Development, 14/8/2009. p. 3.
23
Okin, E. ‘Jihad: warfare and territorial expansion in Islam.’ Asian Social Science 9:5 (2013): p. 1.
21
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individual, typically the process is gradual and facilitated by certain individual
characteristics such as existing links to a radical organization, religious education, and
ideological background.24 Existing familial or friendship ties are important to
radicalization processes as they provide an individual with an environment of radicalized
peers conducive to violence. Similarly, existing links facilitate the recruitment process to
an organization as they provide the individual with established connections. Just as the
child of a Harvard graduate may view Harvard favorably and list his father as a graduate
on an application, the child of a family of Hamas operatives may view Hamas favorably
and use a connection when seeking membership.
In addition to familial facilitation, local institutions play a significant role in one’s
radicalization process. In their paper on radicalization in the West, Silber and Bhatt stress
the local nature of radicalization, suggesting that radicalization tends to be localized
across the globe.25 Specifically, they argue that in addition to obvious religious sites such
as the mosque, certain neighborhoods, cafes, and student associations serve as
“radicalization incubators,” where anti-Western political messages are combined with a
call for global jihad. Additionally, they note that prisons are fertile grounds for extremist
thinking and can both trigger and reinforce the radicalization process. Surrounded by a
large population of disaffected young men, inmates’ existing feelings of frustration and
alienation can easily harden and transform into a sharp desire for revenge. Such
incubators play a determinant role in recruitment processes to an organization and can
solidify one’s commitment to the group. Additionally, by framing an individual’s
frustration against the backdrop of a greater struggle, they can greatly enhance or
exacerbate an individual’s motivation to take action.
Though not focused on the FF phenomenon, Silber and Bhatt’s report provides
insight into how Westerners are radicalized into extremist anti-Western thinking and
motivated to commit violent jihadist attacks at home. For Westerners who aim to or
succeed in travelling to a conflict zone, research has suggested that they become even
24

Gill, P. ‘A multi-dimensional approach to suicide bombing.’ International Journal of Conflict and
Violence 1:2 (2007): 142-159; Martin-Rayo, F. ‘Countering radicalization in refugee camps: how education
can help defeat AQAP?’ Dubai Initiative. Working Paper, 2011.
25
Silber, M. and Bhatt, A. ‘Radicalization in the West: The Homegrown threat.’ New York: New York City
Police Department, 2007.
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more radicalized. In a report on Western FFs, Ciluffo, Cozzens, and Ranstorp26 note the
important impact that travel to a foreign conflict zone has on a FF’s radicalization
process. First, travel to an established ‘zone of jihad,’ contributes to the ancient
establishment of the ghazi (‘raider’ or ‘warrior’) figure. By leaving the Western comforts
of one’s home to fight in the name of Islam, the FF believes he/she is following in the
footsteps of previous mujahedeen, or those who fought to life the siege on Islam. By
physically being there, the FF has proven his/her commitment. Second, entering into
jihadi battlefront culture also involves a personal transformation, as previous identities
are replaced with a communal identity and a common purpose. Previous notions about
what is right and wrong are altered, and “ideas about what one can and should do are
reformulated.”27 By adopting a group identity, an individual radicalizes into a state of
mind that they may not reach independent of a group setting.28
Similarly, social psychology research has shown that “a culture of authority and
obedience that supplants moral responsibility with loyalty to a larger mission helps
loosen the moral inhibition against murder.”29 Thus, training camps, which emphasize
authority, force, and uniformity, facilitate an individual’s increasing comfort level with
violence and encourage a dehumanization of the victims. This mental, and often physical,
transformation can also significantly alter one’s preconceived notions about the best
choice of conflict theater. For example, several of the 7/7 bombers originally intended to
fight in Afghanistan, but after spending a week in an Afghan training camp, were
instructed to take the fight to Europe.30 This is exceptionally concerning when
considering Western FFs returning from Syria.

26

Ciluffo, F.J., Ranstorp, M..and Cozzens, J.B. ‘Foreign fighters: trends, trajectories and conflict zones.’
Washington, DC: George Washington University Homeland Security Policy Institute, 2010.
27
Ibid. p. 30.
28
Gill, ‘A multi-dimensional approach,’ p. 155.
29
Benhold, K. ‘Behind flurry of killing, potency of hate.’ The New York Times, 12/10/2013
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/10/13/world/europe/behind-flurry-of-killing-potency-of-hate.html?smid=twshare&_r=0#commentsContainer
30
Hegghammer, ‘Should I stay or should I go?’
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Recruitment
In addition to the importance of individual and environmental surroundings, a
person’s radicalization process is considerably altered by the external role of the recruiter
and the media. From the recruiter’s perspective, FFs are enormously appealing because
they tend to garner publicity and lend a global dimension to the conflict and the group’s
cause. Focusing on the recruitment of FFs, Malet31 emphasizes the role of the recruiter in
manipulating a distant civil conflict into one that appears to threaten a greater
transnational identity. The recruiters target vulnerable individuals who are closely
affiliated with this identity, with the aim of inspiring them to travel to the conflict zone
and fight in defence of their so-called identity. Malet contends that the nature of the
identity be it ethnic, religious, or political is irrelevant in terms of recruitment: the
recruiters all “frame victory as necessary to the preservation of the shared identity and
promote the idea of the necessity of defensive action.”32 When looking at today’s FFs
however, the most commonly shared identity is that of militant Islam. Both
proportionately and in absolute numbers, the majority of today’s FFs are militant
Islamists fighting in the name of violent jihad.33 While this call for jihad is global,
recruitment is largely localized.
Empirically, this notion has been supported by several studies including Watts’
2008 project focused on FFs in Iraq and Afghanistan. Using data from the Sinjar Records
(2007)34 and Guantanamo Bay detainee records (2002-2008), he calculated a production
rate of FFs from Muslim populations in 20 countries. He showed that Libya, Saudi
Arabia, and Yemen produced the most FFs per Muslim, averaging four to eight times as
many as other countries analyzed.35 However, he also showed that certain cities within
these countries produced a higher number of FFs than other cities in the same country
with greater overall population totals. Describing these locations as “flashpoint cities,” he

31

Malet, ‘Why foreign fighters?’ and Malet, D. Foreign Fighters: Transnational Identity in civil conflicts.
New York: Oxford University Press, 2013.
32
Malet, Foreign fighters. p.4.
33
Malet,’Why foreign fighters?’ and ‘Foreign Fighters: Transnational Identity,’; Hegghammer, ‘The rise of
Muslim foreign fighters,’ ; Hegghammer, ‘Why foreign fighters?’
34
See also: Felter, J. and Fishman, B. ‘Al Qa’ida’s foreign fighters in Iraq: a first look at the Sinjar
records.’ West Point, NY: Combating Terrorism Centre, 2007.
35
Watts, ‘Beyond Iraq and Afghanistan.’
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suggests that such locations have certain underlying conditions and entrenched militant
ideologies necessary to recruit and attract fighters for jihad.36
In addition to recruitment at the local level through community institutions,
transnational recruitment is also done by those based in the conflict zones. Utilizing print
media as well as social media, groups deliberately strike at the emotions of individuals in
order to provoke feelings of shock and moral disgust. Internet propaganda is seen as an
increasingly effective way to reach a seemingly limitless audience and has proved
invaluable for recruitment, as it allows groups to reach individuals across the globe
instantaneously. The impact of social networking platforms and multimedia sites, such as
FaceBook, Twitter, and YouTube is enormous and pervasive. These sites have provided
FFs with “a constant avenue for communication and an open path to share critical
information, solicit contributions, and recruit fighters.”37 In Syria, social media has
played a critical role with many groups constantly updating their twitter feeds and
streaming video clips that boast of battlefield victories. Such propaganda also ignites the
adventure-seeking individuals who respond to the adrenaline, testosterone filled
battlefield scenes and decide to volunteer hoping to achieve war-hero status.
Instrumental to FF radicalization and recruitment are certain key figures that are
typically educated, bi-lingual, and charismatic, and possess transnational salience.
Known as ‘bridge figures,’ these individuals “play a noted role in developing new
techniques which target at risk populations and align international jihadist efforts with
local grievances thus making them more salient.”38 Bridge figures are aided by extremist
ideologues that employ martyrdom propaganda in order to invoke feelings of duty and
responsibility. Groups overwhelmingly target young recruits with romanticized narratives
of being a shahid (‘martyr’) abroad and sacrificing oneself for the greater good. Far from
specific to the Syrian conflict, martyrdom propaganda has been observed in countless
Islamist conflicts and has been used to justify terrorist tactics, such as suicide bombings,
across the globe. Groups and their leaders’ employ such heroic narratives because they
36
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are powerful and seductive tools for recruitment. The question then becomes, who are the
susceptible individuals to this provocation and moreover, which ones are motivated to the
extent that they wish to travel abroad and fight in the name of jihad?
While a scientifically proven archetype for the radicalized FF does not exist,
recent research by the NYPD and M15 noted that most individuals “had some
vulnerability in their background that made them receptive to extremist ideology and that
it was always influenced by others.”39 Their research suggests that the FF is
characteristically someone who has radicalized amongst others. Additionally, Watts’
2008 study showed several observable trends in terms of the FF. On an individual-level
analysis, Watts found that the FF tended to be an impressionable young male, who was
either a student or unemployed. Related to this, he found that these men were lacking
purpose and in search of an identity. Militant Islamism provided both an identity and a
purpose.
Similarly, research by Kepel40 on European Muslims, showed that alienation from
mainstream society played a critical role in transforming an individual’s propensity for
violence and jihad. Focusing specifically on salafi Muslims (discussed in detail later),
Kepel noted that devout and alienated individuals are “easy prey to the jihadi guys,”41
whose propaganda is seductive in its demand for and promotion of action. For jihadis, the
potential to sacrifice oneself for Allah, provides an individual with an unmatched sense of
duty and purpose. It is important to note that religion, namely militant Islamism, was the
source of identity in all of these studies. Groups claimed that violence was necessary for
the preservation of this religion and indeed justified by its tenets. As Malet42 stressed, the
promotion of this transnational identity under threat is the driving force for recruitment.
The media can also act as a catalyzing force for an individual, as it provides
graphic and often sensationalized coverage of a conflict. The coverage therefore may also
strike at human emotion in a way similar to the propaganda used by recruiters. In Syria,
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the perceived lack of support from Western and Arab countries for the opposition has led
individuals to believe that they are in the position to take on the responsibility
themselves. Many of the FFs do not set out with the aim to wage global jihad, but to
defend their co-religionists, namely Sunni Muslims, because they believe there are no
other defenders to take up this cause. Citing this as their primary motivation, these
individuals only truly adopt the extremist jihadist ideology once on the battlefield.43
However, many jihadis join for global jihadist objectives, whose ultimate aims
transcend the local ones. Watts44 argues that when intervening in local conflicts, AQ has
always faced the problem of how to help the locals defeat the near enemy whilst also
getting them to focus on the far enemy, beyond the local. One such remedy is the
introduction of FFs whose interests are likely global, yet whose presence serves to expel
or defeat the local enemy first. Clearly, the FF can serve a group well by bringing media
attention and often, sentiment or increased attention to a cause. Yet, how much a group
wants FF presence depends on the groups’ stated goals and ideological foundation. Thus,
who are the key players in Syria and what do they claim to be fighting for?

SYRIA: KEY ACTORS AND CONFLICT DIMENSIONS
Unfortunately, the actor landscape in the Syrian conflict is far from clear, as there
are an overwhelming number of factions involved. While many factions have shared
interests, their differences divide them and every faction seems to be fighting a different
set of factions. Relating the situation to a famous video where a wildebeest fights off a
lion, only to be eaten by a crocodile behind him, Watts argues that Syria is the Serengeti
right now.45 Every faction is fighting different parties and these ‘parties’ include state
actors, non-state actors, and state’s proxy groups. Of interest to all actors however, is the
sectarian division that has come to characterize the conflict. As Tabler notes, “Regional
sectarian rivalries are competing in Syria’s bloody fight, with the vanguard of forces
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coming from a laundry list of U.S.-designated Foreign Terrorist Organizations.”46 For the
sake of simplicity, the conflict can be broken into three broad groups: (1) the Assad
regime, backed by Iran, Hezbollah, and various foreign Shiite militias; (2) the
predominately Sunni opposition, including the moderate-Western backed groups but also
extremist jihadist factions, such as those linked to AQ; and (3) Kurdish opposition
groups, backed by organizations such as the Kurdistan Worker’s Party (PKK), though
this last group is relatively insignificant when compared to the first two. As Watts
observed, these groups not only fight one another but fight amongst themselves.47 Such
in-group fighting is especially rampant within the Sunni opposition. As the conflict
becomes increasingly sectarian in nature, it appears to revolve fundamentally around the
Shiite-Sunni divide. While Iran supports the pro-government Shiite side, regional Sunni
powers such as Qatar, Turkey, and Saudi Arabia strengthen the Sunni-opposition side.
This state sponsorship has not only complicated the actor landscape but also served as
encouragement to would-be FFs.

Pro-Government Groups
Despite the scant amount of media attention, there are plenty of pro-government
Shiite forces boasting high numbers of FFs. These FFs are not only coming from
neighbouring Iraq, Lebanon, and Turkey, but also from places as far away as Yemen and
the Ivory Coast.48 Additionally, evidence suggests that a growing number of volunteer
Iranian fighters have travelled to Syria to fight alongside the Shiites.49
Here, Iran is the key international player as it has historically been the world’s
most prominent defender of the Shiite population and has provided material support and
sponsorship to armed Shiite units in past conflicts such as in Iraq and Lebanon. In Syria,
Iran has directly supported the Syrian military financially and has also set up training
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camps within its borders for Syrian forces and pro-government Iraqi volunteer forces.50
Iran has also played an important role in pushing the Lebanese Hezbollah (‘party of
God’) to support the Assad regime.
Iran’s past support of Hezbollah has enabled it to do so. Indeed, Hezbollah
received decisive financial and logistical support from Iran in its formative stages and
subsequently vowed loyalty to Iran’s Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini in
its 1985 manifesto.51 Today, Hezbollah is seen as being increasingly dependent on the
more powerful Iran, and though the two share an ideological and theological vision, it is
largely because of Iran that members of Hezbollah are fighting in Syria today.52 Though
Hezbollah consistently portrays itself as a Lebanese political resistance movement, its
decision to intervene in Syria undermines this reputation and confirms long-standing
criticisms that the group is merely an Iranian proxy.53 In addition to providing its own
soldiers, Hezbollah has drummed up support from sympathetic Shiites in Iraq.
Additionally, Turkish refugees have streamed across the Northern border to repress Sunni
demonstrators,54 while Shiites from Afghanistan have infiltrated the Damascus region.55
One difficulty with classifying the foreign Shiite fighters as FFs is that many of
them appear to be directly linked to either Hezbollah or the Qods Force, an elite branch
of Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC). The direct connection implies that
at least some foreign militants are salaried and therefore by this report’s definition, not
FFs. However, reports have verified that some militants are purely volunteers and thus an
overview is worthwhile.
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Liwa Abu Fadl al-Abbas Brigade
Shiite FFs in Syria are primarily affiliated with the Liwa Abu al-Fadl al-Abbas
Brigade (LAFA), a Damascus-based pro-government militant group supported by the
Qods Force. It is composed of fighters form a variety of nationalities including Iraqi,
Lebanese, Syrian, and Afghans, and in October 2012, a spokesman claimed the group had
at least 500 fighters.56 The majority of the group’s fighters are Iraqi Shiites, which is
unsurprising given the high number of Iraqi Shiites in Syria overall. According to LAFA
expert Phillip Smyth,57 the number of Iraqi Shiite fighters in Syria lies somewhere
between 800 and 2,000 and nearly all of these fighters have come from one of three Iraqi
based Shiite groups: the Asaib ahl al-Haqq (AAH), Kataib Hezbollah (KH), and Kataib
Sayyid al-Shuhada (KSS). Supported by Iran, AAH and KH were originally formed to
fight U.S. and coalition forces in Iraq.58 Since 2011, Iran and Lebanon have reportedly
been training those members of AAH and KH looking to join LAFA, at a time coinciding
with U.S. troop withdrawal from Iraq.59
While martyrdom statements claim that LAFA’s only role in Syria is to defend
the Sayyida Zeynab Shiite shrine in southern Damascus, it appears that LAFA’s interests
are greater for several reasons. For one thing, the shrine is conveniently located in
southern Damascus, a critically important region for Assad to maintain, as it is home to
many government officials and the Damascus airport. Additionally, the high death toll of
its members suggests that the group is involved in heavy fighting beyond the protection
of a shrine. Furthermore, in an interview, a LAFA fighter said that LAFA had carried out
joint attacks with the Syrian military against rebel bases.60 LAFA is considered wellarmed and many of its members are reportedly veteran FFs, with years of combat
experience in Iranian-supported militant cadres against U.S. forces in Iraq.61 This high
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contingency is worrisome when one considers Hegghammer’s findings 62 that veteran FFs
are more lethal and dangerous.

Opposition Groups
In September 2013, British defence consultancy, IHS Jane’s, estimated that there
were over 100,000 opposition forces fighting in Syria.63 As for the opposition groups, one
difficulty lies in what exactly these groups claim to oppose. For the purpose of clarity, the
opposition can be broken down into two kinds of groups, broadly speaking: moderate
anti-Assad rebel groups and extremist Islamist rebel groups. In other words, groups with
a primarily political objective and groups with a more religious objective. In reality of
course, there are various competing groups within these two kinds of groups. While news
estimates suggest there are hundreds of rebel groups currently in Syria,64 the U.S.
Defence Intelligence Agency recently suggested a much higher number of 1,200.65
Clearly, the uprising is far from unified; however, many of the once distinct groups,
founded at a local level, typically in a Sunni Arab town or province, have merged with
one another over time. This process of unification has allowed some of the more extreme
rebel groups to gain power and influence in the conflict.
The opposition groups have drawn FFs from a wider range of nations than the
pro-government groups. FFs have come from regional states such as Iraq, Turkey, and
Israel, as well as states in North Africa, North America, and Europe. Based on martyrdom
statements and interviews with FFs, the majority who have come are Sunni Muslims,
both Arab and non-Arab. The most overt state sponsors for the opposition are Qatar,
Turkey, and Saudi Arabia, although all have downplayed their involvement at different
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times. The U.S and other Western states have assisted the more moderate opposition,
although this support has diminished, as the West is increasingly wary of direct
involvement. Despite the fickle nature of state-sponsorship, opposition groups continue to
gain strength through private funding and the influx of FFs.

Opposition: Anti-Assad Rebel Groups
Free Syrian Army and the Supreme Military Command

The most well-known anti-Assad rebel group, the Free Syrian Army (FSA), is not
in fact a single group, but instead a vague and disputed brand name used by multiple
rebel groups. Formed by Syrian Army defectors in 2011, the FSA is an umbrella group
that supports the opposition’s political entity, the Syrian National Coalition66 (SNC),
whose stated mission is to overthrow the Assad regime and bring freedom and democracy
to Syria. In December 2012, leaders of several of the FSA’s rebel factions formed the
Supreme Military Command (SMC), a command structure aimed at unifying the armed
opposition fronts within the FSA.67 The SMC has served as a distribution channel for the
external military and financial aid given to the opposition by Western, Gulf, and other
states. Many of Syria’s opposition factions align with the FSA or SMC seeking this
support.68 Given the disagreement surrounding the FSA’s makeup, estimates of FFs are
difficult; however, FFs have reportedly included Turks, French, and Australians. The FF
contingent is smaller than that of the more extremist opposition groups. This fact may be
related to the fact that the FSA’s stated goals are local in scope and/or to the fact that the
group is seen as increasingly weak. Indeed, while the FSA was believed to have between
70,000 – 150,000 fighters in its early stages, in November 2013 the FSA is believed to
have approximately 40,000 fighters.69
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The Syrian Islamic Liberation Front

In September 2012, approximately 20 Islamist rebel factions formed to create the
Syrian Islamic Liberation Front (SILF). Several months later, some of the SILF’s leaders
were elected to the SMC and the group pledged allegiance to the SMC and the FSA.
Despite this allegiance, the SILF is Islamic by name and, unlike the democracy-seeking
SMC, originally aimed to replace the current state with an Islamic one.70 Its factions are
based in several areas, most notably in Aleppo, Homs, Damascus, and Idlib.71 In June
2013, a spokesperson claimed that the SILF controlled about 35,000 – 40,000 fighters,
including Western FFs from Australia.72 Many of the SILF’s fighters belong to one of it’s
extremist factions, including the Liwa al-Tawhid, Suqor al-Sham, and Liwa al-Islam.73
The leaders of these Islamist factions also dominate the leadership of the SILF: Ahmed
Abu Issa al-Sheikh is both leader of the SILF and of Suqor al-Sham, while Zahran
Alloush is secretary general of the SILF and leader of Liwa al-Islam. A Syrian salaf with
a Saudi father, Alloush publicly supports AQ’s work and in September 2013, Liwa alIslam defected from the SILF in order to merge with AQ-linked Jabhat al-Nusra (JN).
Another extremist SILF faction, also aligned with the FSA and SMC, the Farouq
Battalions, is infamous for its release of a video in early 2013 depicting its leader
pretending to eat a pro-Assad corpse.74 These facts call into question how moderate the
SILF and the SMC really are and underscore the complex and obscure character of this
insurgency. Furthermore, the recent announcement of a new group, the Islamic Front (IF)
complicates the picture, as several groups appear to have left the SILF for the IF. Thus,
the current and future status of the SILF’s composition is unclear.
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Opposition: Islamist Rebel Groups
While some factions claim to be secular, the most notorious rebel groups are the
openly Islamist factions, pushing an extremist Sunni Muslim agenda. Of the 100,000
opposition forces fighting in Syria, approximately 60,000 – 75,000 are fighting for an
Islamic state.75 These groups are motivated by their desire to avenge Assad, whose
regime they believe to be an apostate, and aim to transform the state or the wider
geographic region into an Islamic one. Assad’s Shiite Alawite secular government is
viewed as both heretical and illegitimate in the eyes of these Sunni fundamentalists.76
Many of the groups are salafi, an extremist Sunni movement77 whose name is derived
from the Arbaic word, salaf, which translates to ‘the ancestors’ or ‘the predecessors.’78
Accordingly, the movement promotes a return to the purity of seventh century Islam, a
strict adherence to the beliefs and practices of the ancient Islamic community, and a
rejection of any bidaa (‘innovations’) developed within Sunni Islam over the centuries.79
While some salafis condemn violence and promote peaceful, gradual political change, a
particular group of salafis, nicknamed salafi-jihadis, embrace jihad and view violence as
a legitimate expression of Islam against both non-Muslims and Muslims.80
While the media has overwhelmingly focused on the AQ-linked Islamist
opposition groups, JN and the Islamic State of Iraq and al-Sham (ISIS), several other
salafi opposition groups exist in Syria. While both groups are fighting for religious rule
in Syria, the local salafis do not typically share the international aspirations of AQ-linked
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salafi-jihadis. Salafi opposition groups are comparatively more moderate and not
classified as salafi-jihadi by some.81 The distinction lies partly in the groups’ aims: the
non-salafi-jihadis are interested in establishing an Islamic state in Syria but are not, or at
least do not publicly claim to be, interested in waging a global holy war. In contrast, AQ
and its affiliates are committed to uniting the world’s Muslims in a single state.
Such subtle differences between the various salafi opposition groups can be seen
in previous conflicts, such as in Iraq, where one could distinguish between global salafijihadis and local Iraqi salafi factions who were first and foremost concerned with the
future of Sunni Muslims in Iraq. According to Lund, in Syria “there is a similarly
nuanced, sliding scale within the salafi section of the insurgency.”82 Unlike the
established salafi-jihadi groups such as JN, the more local salafi extremist groups tend to
adopt salafist ideology opportunistically and in conjunction with their daily exposure to
violence. According to Syrian Islamism scholar Abdulrahman Alhaj, “they are not really
part of the salafiya-jihadiya ideologically…there are of course real salafis among them,
but mostly they are just extremist Sunnis without a systemic salafi ideology.”83

The Syrian Islamic Front

The Syrian Islamic Front (SIF) is an example of one such group. Created by
eleven Islamist factions in December 2012, the SIF penned a charter in early 2013,
stating that their approach is one of “centrist and moderation.”84 Though they portray
themselves as a dedicated salafi organization committed to establishing sharia (Islamic
law) in Syria, they make no claims to land outside of Syria and explicitly state that they
are not religious fanatics.85 The SIF rejects the SMC and any possibility of a democratic
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state and suggested in late 2012 that it had approximately 30,000 fighters.86 The majority
of these fighters come from one of the SIF’s largest three factions: Liwa al-Haqq87, Ansar
al-Sham, and Harakat Ahrar al-Sham al-Islamiyya (HASI).88 HASI is the most dominant
faction and most of the SIF’s original factions have merged with it over time. HASI is a
salafi faction led by Hassan Aboud who is also commander in chief of the SIF.89 Mid2012 media reports claimed that most FFs in the Aleppo and Idlib governorates were
fighting with HASI,90 although recent evidence points to rival groups such as JN and ISIS
as drawing more FFs. Though separate from AQ-linked opposition groups, the SIF has
often collaborated with JN, and Aboud has used his Twitter account to praise JN’s work
as “honest” and “brave.”91

Jaish al-Islam

Jaish al-Islam (JAI) was formed in September 2013 by a union of 43 Islamist
rebel groups and led by the Alloush, the Syrian-Saudi salafi ex-leader of Liwa al-Islam.
The salafi group, whose name translates to the Army of Islam, claimed its purpose was to
unify the disjointed salafi opposition but it chose to exclude the AQ-linked factions. In
doing so, it has drawn strong interest from Saudi Arabia who sees potential in its ability
to counteract the AQ-linked forces.92 Unconfirmed reports suggest that Saudi Arabia was
prepared to spend millions of dollars to arm JAI and set up training camps in Jordan and
Pakistan.93 Though exact numbers of FFs are unknown, Alloush has recruited FFs
through his Twitter account, recently posting a message about the opening of the "Office
for the Recruitment of Emigrants.”94
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The Islamic Front

In late November 2013, seven leading Islamist rebel groups—Suqor al-Sham,
Liwa al-Tawhid, Liwa al-Haqq, Ansar al-Sham, HASI, JAI, and the Kurdish Islamic
Front (KIF)—announced that they were merging to form the Islamic Front (IF). As
mentioned, five of these seven groups were founding members of either the SIF of the
SILF and thus, their departure weakens both. The IF is now believed to be the largest
rebel alliance in Syria since the conflict’s inception, commanding at least 50,000 fighters
and active in thirteen of Syria’s fourteen governorates.95 The core of IF’s leadership
consists of well-known members of the individual factions: Issa al-Sheikh (Suqor alSham) is Leader, Zahran Alloush (JAI) is Head of Military Operations, Amr Huretian
(Liwa al-Tawhid) is Deputy Director, and Hassan Aboud (HASI) is Chief of Sharia
Office.96 The group that claims they welcome all jihadist factions interested in fighting
the Syrian government97 but excludes AQ-linked opposition groups. According to analyst
Charles Lister, the group’s decision to merge is an “extremely significant
development,”98 as it will likely result in further funding from the Gulf States. This birth
of IF will likely weaken the already-flailing moderate opposition, namely the FSA and its
SMC, especially if these anticipated Gulf donations pour in. At the same time, the IF
may pose the biggest challenge yet to AQ-linked opposition groups if it succeeds in
challenging the groups as a unified front. While the IF explicitly excluded AQ-linked
groups, it is likely to continue to attract jihadist FFs seeking the establishment of an
Islamic state in Syria.
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Figure 2: The Islamic Front: A Visual Composition

Jabhat al-Nusra and the Islamic State of Iraq and al-Sham

The AQ-linked opposition reportedly has 15,000 fighters in total and is dominated
by two groups, JN and ISIS.99 Both salafi-jihadi groups have high numbers of FFs and
aim to instil sharia in Syria. Both have also claimed to seek the revival of the ancient
Islamic caliphate, or the rule of Islamic clerics dating back to the seventh century over an
empire that once stretched into modern day Europe, though JN has recently played down
this latter goal.100 While ISIS helped create JN, the two remain separate entities following
a public scuffle between the groups’ leaders.
ISIS is often referred to as ISIL because the last letter in the acronym, the Arabic
word al-Sham, has been translated as ‘Greater Syria,’ ‘Syria’ or ‘the Levant’ and
99
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therefore, the group is often referred to as the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria or the
Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant.101 The group’s Iraqi roots also add to the confusion,
as it is an evolutionary product of al-Qaeda in Iraq (AQI). In 2006, AQI’s leader, Abu
Bakr al-Baghdadi, formed a front group called the Islamic State of Iraq (ISI). In April
2013, al-Baghdadi declared that ISI was henceforth going to be called the Islamic State of
Iraq and al-Sham (ISIS), signalling a commitment to be a force in the Syrian conflict.102
In this same statement, al-Baghdadi also claimed that JN was “merely an extension of
ISI,”103 and was thus subordinate to al-Baghdadi. However, JN’s leader, Abu Muhammad
al-Julani rejected this, refusing to acknowledge al-Baghdadi and instead, pledged his
direct allegiance to Ayman al-Zawahiri, AQ central’s leader.104
Al-Zawahiri privately scolded both men for acting without previously consulting
him; yet, he ultimately ordered al-Baghdadi to change his group’s name back to ISI and
confirmed that JN was the primary AQ presence in Syria, acting as “an independent
branch subordinate to the general leadership.”105 However, in a brazen move, alBaghdadi publicly denounced al-Zawahiri’s orders by refusing to recognize JN as
independent and publicly portraying al-Julani as “a soldier gone rogue.”106 Claiming that
al-Zawahiri’s orders contradicted those of Allah, al-Baghdadi maintains the name ISIS
today.107 At the time of writing, the name ISIS appears to refer to al-Baghdadi’s ISI
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group as well as AQI: both groups are now part of the larger umbrella that ISIS
represents.108
Al-Baghdadi’s audacious behaviour is surprising, as never before in AQ’s 25-year
existence, has an affiliate so openly disobeyed AQ central. In hindsight, perhaps it was an
early indication of the group’s move towards the extreme. ISIS is viewed as increasingly
more radical than JN, enforcing smoking bans, requiring women to wear the veil, and
carrying out public executions in territories which it controls.109 ISIS is also viewed with
more suspicion, for it is operates on two fronts simultaneously—Syria and Iraq—and
ambitiously proclaims itself a ‘state.’110 Contrastingly, JN has tried to gain support from
the Syrian public by providing social services, such as food and healthcare, and
collaborating with other Syrian opposition groups. JN prides itself on being a social
service provider and uses its various social media platforms to publicize this aspect and
distance itself from the extremism of ISIS.
In November 2013, it was estimated that JN had between 5,000 – 7,000 fighters,
while ISIS was believed to have 3,000 – 5,000.111 Despite ISIS’s smaller size, it is
believed to be the most powerful force operating in Northern Syria, where it controls the
major city of Raqqa and several other towns.
Both groups have a substantial number of FFs, but worryingly, ISIS reportedly
has twice as many. According to a June 2013 study of 280 individual FFs in Syria, Zelin,
Kohlmann, and al-Khouri found that over 31%, were fighting with JN.112 However, the
data used for this study was collected ending in May 2013, halfway into the two month
split between JN and ISIS. Therefore, this percentage may reflect a combination of the
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number of FFs in both groups as they are defined today, for at the time the divisions were
different and less clear.
More recently, Noonan113 estimated that 20% of those fighting in JN were foreign
and 40% of those fighting in ISIS were foreign. Additionally, the leadership in both
groups is heavily dominated by FFs: about 80% of both groups’ leaders are FFs. As
reports of JN’s more-extreme members defecting to ISIS continue to surface,114 it is
likely that ISIS’s FFs will be the most extreme. As ISIS continues to alienate Syrians,
while JN simultaneously wins their support, ISIS’s make up may become increasingly
foreign. Indeed, statements from JN’s fighters confirm this suggestion, as one notes, “the
very extreme foreigners went to Islamic State, and the Syrians stayed with Nusra.”115

Kurdish Groups
Additionally, several Kurdish parties are involved in the conflict, including the
People’s Defence Units (YPG), the armed wing of Syria’s Kurdish Democratic Unity
Party (PYD). This force is closely affiliated with the Kurdistan Worker’s Party (PPK), a
group that controls the de facto autonomous Kurdish zone in north eastern Syria, and
fights for an autonomous Kurdish state. Though the PYD managed to stay out of the
conflict originally, its refusal to give up these territories has led it to violent clashes with
both government forces and opposition forces, namely JN and ISIS.116 The YPG claims it
controls 45,000 fighters in addition to several separate militias, composed of Syrian and
Turkish Kurds.117 The group claims jihadi FFs from Saudi Arabia, Libya, Tunisia, and
Iraq have waged a suicide bombing campaigns on Kurdish areas.118
Another less-known Kurdish force, the Kurdish Islamic Front (KIF), has
previously fought against the YPG, alongside AQ-linked forces over control of one of the
113
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coveted border towns, Ras al Ayn.119 Though the history of the KIF is not well known, it
garnered publicity, and likely strength, in November 2013 when it merged with the six
other Islamist factions to form the IF.

HOW FOREIGN ARE THE FOREIGN FIGHTERS?
In the Spring of 2013, estimates of FFs who have entered Syria since 2011 put the
number somewhere between 3,000 and 5,000; however, estimates in October 2013
suggest the number has doubled and lies somewhere between 6,000 and 12,000.120 The
majority of FFs are North African, specifically from Tunisia and Libya, while many have
also come from Gulf States, namely Iraq, as well. The majority of Western FFs are from
Europe, Australia, and North America. The more detailed estimates below are based on a
unique observation set created for this report. The observation set is a culmination of
numerical estimates of FFs who have involved themselves in the Syrian conflict since it
began. Thus, the observation set includes any FFs who have gone to Syria, including
those that are currently there, those who have returned home, and those who have died.
The observation unit is the numerical estimate given and each observation corresponds to
a specific country or region, such as “Canada,” “Western Europe,” or “the Arab World.”
Additionally, the observation set includes the time frame referenced, the date it was
released, whether or not the source was a government intelligence agency, and whether or
not it refers to identifiable individuals.
The sources used for the data include estimates from intelligence analysts,
government officials, and academic researchers. Additionally, existing datasets,
martyrdom notices, and human-interest stories were also used. It should be noted that the
observation set is a rough estimate at best, as the open-source information used is
inevitably incomplete and far from precise. However, the estimates given were chosen
based on the reliability of the source and when possible, a range of values is given in
order to give a full picture of the possibilities. The low number corresponds to the most
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conservative estimates given, primarily confirmed individuals, and the high number
corresponds to the more generous estimate. In nearly all of the cases, this high estimate is
only included when it was given by a government agency or official. Thus, unverifiable
media estimates of “hundreds” were excluded. Unlike many Western governments, the
governments of nations in Africa and the Middle East have released far fewer, if any at
all, statements on estimates of FFs from their nations.
While broad estimates of Western FFs have been widely reported, estimates of
non-Western FFs are far harder to come by, as these governments have been far cagier
about publicly releasing numbers. Therefore, estimates of FFs from regions such as
Africa, the Middle East, and Central Asia, appear occasionally and those that do vary
widely. For this reason, the majority of detailed information on FF contingencies is
limited to those of Western states, and only a few non-Western contingencies will be
mentioned below.

Africa and the Middle East
The Tunisian government estimates that over 800 of its citizens have gone to fight
in Syria, making it the highest producer of FFs in the North African region.121 Similarly,
approximately 800 Saudi FFs have volunteered in the conflict as well.122 Given “the
disproportionate presence of Saudis and Tunisians in ISIS ranks,” it is likely that many of
the Tunisian and Saudi FFs are fighting alongside ISIS or another jihadist group.123
Hundreds of Libyan fighters are believed to have gone to Syria as well, thanks in
large part to Ansar al-Sharia (AS), a Libyan group of the AQ-franchise, which facilitates
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recruitment for Syrian-bound jihadis and even runs training camps.124 Unsurprisingly,
many of the Libyan FFs are also fighting with AQ-linked JN and ISIS, and have previous
combat experience from the Libyan revolution. One veteran Libyan fighter, Mahdi alHarati, left Libya following Qaddafi’s overthrow and travelled to Syria to form and lead a
6,000 strong opposition brigade known as Liwa al-Ummah. While the brigade consisted
primarily of Syrians, it also boasted a large contingent of Libyans, Egyptians, Sudanese,
and Palestinians.125 According to al-Harati, the supply of volunteers was so large that he
had to turn many away, due to lack of resources.126
According to martyrdom notices released by a jihadist media source, at least five
Palestinians have died fighting in Syria.127 News reports suggest the number of
Palestinian FFs, including Gazans and refugees in Lebanon and Syria, lies somewhere in
the ‘dozens.’128 While some Palestinians are fighting for the opposition, supported by
Hamas since February 2012, others are fighting for the Assad regime, backed by
Palestinian Front for the Liberation of Palestine-General Command (PFLP-GC).129 A
recent WSJ report claimed that many of the Palestinian refugees in Lebanon that are
joining the jihadi groups in Syria are predominantly young men seeking a sense of duty
and purpose.130
In Israel, news sources suggest that at least ten Israeli-Arabs have joined
opposition forces in Syria, the majority of who are fighting with or have fought with
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JN.131 At least three Israelis, all male Muslims, have also been arrested on charges
relating to fighting with JN.132

The West: Australia, Europe, and North America
According to the observation set, the low estimate of Western FFs is
approximately 1,453, while the high estimate is 2,378.133 Using this low Western FF
estimate (1,453) and the highest overall FF estimate (12,000) would mean Western FFs
made up approximately 12% of the total FF population. Using the high Western FF
estimate (2,378) and the lowest overall FF estimate (6,000) would put the percentage of
Western FFs at approximately 40%. While the true percentage is impossible to known,
reason would suggest that it lies somewhere in the middle. Thus, one can use the low
Western FF estimate with the lowest overall FF estimate to get a percentage of 24%.
Similarly, using the high Western FF estimate and the highest overall FF estimate, yields
a percentage of approximately 20%. Broadly speaking then, Western FFs constitute
approximately 20 – 24% of the total FF population.
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Table 1: Estimates of FFs from the West by Country
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Table 2: Regional Estimates of FFs

Table 3: Percentage Estimates of Western FFs

Australia
In April 2013, a news report suggested that approximately 200 Australian FFs
have gone to Syria; however, the Australian Security Intelligence Organization (ASIO)
later denied this, and an anonymous security official instead estimated that approximately
80 Australians had gone to Syria and were in fact involved in combat operations.134 Of
these 80, the source suggested that 20 were fighting with JN, and according to Australian
Federal Police, JN and ISIS are drawing an increasing number of Australian FFs.135 Of
134
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the FFs known to authorities, the majority are believed to be Lebanese-Australian dual
citizens and 70% were known to authorities beforehand. In a study of the six Australian
FFs who have reportedly died in Syria, Zammit similarly found that the men tended to be
of Turkish, Syrian, and Lebanese descent and under 30-years-old.136 Australians are
thought to travel primarily through Turkey, though some have entered through Lebanon,
at an increasingly rapid rate.
The most controversial Australian FF case is that of Abu Asma al-Australi, a 27year old man who reportedly killed 35 Syrians while fighting for JN in September 2013
and proudly proclaimed himself “Australia’s first suicide bomber” in a martyrdom
video.137

Europe
Hegghammer138 estimates that at least 1,200 European Muslims have gone to
fight in Syria and that the majority of these FFs come from one of four countries: France,
Germany, Britain, and Belgium. While these countries appear to have produced the
highest absolute numbers of FFs in Europe, smaller European states, namely Bosnia,
Denmark, and Belgium, produce more FFs proportional to their population totals. For
perspective, Hegghammer notes that the Danish Syria contingent of 65 FFs is the
population-adjusted equivalent of 3,600 Americans.139 Unless otherwise noted, FFs from
all European states have tended to travel to Syria by way of Turkey.
An estimated 200 – 400 French nationals or residents have involved themselves in
the Syrian conflict, making France, home to the largest Muslim population in Western
Europe, the highest producer of European FFs. According to French government
officials, the majority of these FFs are young men, often with a criminal history, and at
least fourteen have died and 80 have returned home.140 According to statements from a
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defecting French FF, he and nearly half a dozen other Frenchmen infiltrated Syrian
refugee camps along the Turkish border in order to make contacts with jihadi forces and
arrange transport to Syria.141
Looking at the United Kingdom, approximately 200 – 350 Britons have fought or
are fighting in Syria, and six of these individuals have reportedly been killed. Data
gathered by the ICSR suggests that many of these British FFs are young men of SouthAsian descent in their 20’s.142 Interestingly, this research also suggests that typically,
British FFs infiltrate Syria under the guise of charity or aid missions.143
The Dutch intelligence service estimates that 100 Dutch FFs have joined the
conflict, and while a recent report by Batrawi144 identified at least 20 individuals from the
Netherlands, the author also suggests that there could be more than 100 Dutch FFs. This
same report identifies six individuals from the Netherlands who have died in the conflict.
Of the 20 identified, most were aged 23 – 26 and of Moroccan descent. According to an
interview with a Dutch FF in June, most Dutch FFs are based in Aleppo and travel to
Syria by way of Brussels before Turkey. Several strong networks within the Netherlands
facilitate this travel and once in Syria, the Dutch ‘brothers’ are greeted by fellow jihadists
and attend six weeks of training before fighting.145
It is estimated that 30 – 40 Swedes have involved themselves in the Syrian
conflict.146 A September 2013 study identified eighteen Swedish FFs, ten of whom have
reportedly died in Syria. All of the individuals were male, the median age of those
identified was 23.5, and at least eight of the men had criminal records. 147 Additionally, at
least ten were of Lebanese descent, while only one had any Scandinavian family history.
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All men are Sunni Muslims, and all but one are believed to have joined the extremist
Islamist opposition groups, such as JN.148

North America
In November 2013, American intelligence officials estimated that “dozens” of
Americans had gone to fight in the Syrian conflict.149 Nicole Mansfield, a convert to
Islam, was killed in May 2013 while fighting alongside either JN or HASI, and a U.S. Egyptian Muslim man is believed to be fighting with ISIS.150 At least three other
Americans, all males, have been charged with planning to fight alongside JN. Army
veteran Eric Harroun was arrested in March 2013 after returning from Syria where he
reportedly fought with JN and boasted of his involvement through FaceBook, writing
“Downed a Syrian Helicopter then Looted all Intel and Weapons!”151 While he was
released in a secret plea deal in September 2013, two other male American Muslims are
being held for attempting to travel to Syria through Lebanon and Turkey.152 Of these five
individuals, four have been male, while all have been Muslim, aged 33 or younger.
Though American FFs have yet to really distinguish themselves in Syria, they may soon
if they wish to bring publicity to their cause, given media frenzy that has surrounded
previous American FFs such as Omar Hammami.
An estimated 100 or more Canadians are said to have involved themselves in the
Syrian conflict. At least four young Muslim Canadians, all males, have reportedly died
fighting with JN.153 Security sources have suggested that the Canadian FFs are mainly in
their 20s and from either Ontario or Alberta.154
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While it impossible to draw conclusions at this stage, the data suggests that the
Western FF has tended to be a young Muslim male, often of Middle Eastern or African
descent. Furthermore, he has typically travelled to Syria through Turkey and has sought
to fight alongside a jihadist movement such as JN or ISIS. Moreover, the shared Muslim
identity is not specific to Western FFs but all FFs in Syria, as evidence suggests that the
majority of FFs in Syria are Muslims. Clearly, the Sunni-Shiite divide is extremely
important in the Syrian conflict and many believe it has become the defining feature.
Thus, the question then becomes, is it the primary reason why Syria has so many FFs?

WHY SYRIA?
The Sunni-Shiite Divide
Though Assad and his government are Alawites, the conflict is more broadly one
between Sunnis and Shiites. This sectarian divide is an ongoing cause of violence across
the Arab Muslim world today in countries such as Libya, Pakistan, and Egypt and
crucially, in three of Syria’s neighbour states—Turkey, Iraq, and Lebanon. Interestingly,
though journalists and academics often refer to this divide as a sectarian one, religious
leaders on either side denounce the term ‘sect,’ for the very reason that it implies a level
of relation. In February 2012, a spokesman for AQI stated:

…The war of the Sunnis with the [Shi'ites] is not a sectarian war…a sect is part of
something, and the [Shi'ites] don't have anything to do with Islam; they have their
own religion and we have our own…the war of the Sunnis with the [Shiites] is a
religious war, a holy war of faith, a war of faith and unbelief, a war of idolatry
and monotheism. There is no way out of it and there is no swerving from it.155
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Far from unique to Syria, the Sunni-Shiite divide is plaguing the region. While it has
certainly ignited or exacerbated existing tensions elsewhere, Syria has proved to be the
most public theatre for the division to take hold. The conflict has become more sectarian
with time, largely because of its structure and, in the words of McCants, the “regional
competitive dynamics at play.”156 These regional dynamics fuel the Sunni-Shiite division
as Iran and Hezbollah sponsor the Shiites, while the Gulf States, notably Qatar and Saudi
Arabia, support the Sunnis.
Syria’s war has taken on a decidedly jihadi role. Certainly, it is a civil war and
one that erupted from political strife, but Islam is now unmistakably at its core. Indeed,
Hegghammer and Zelin wrote an article in July 2013 entitled, “How Syria’s Civil War
Became a Holy Crusade,”157 discussing the recent call to jihad by an influential Egyptian
Sunni cleric. The cleric, Yusuf al-Qaradawi, highly revered by Sunni Muslims across the
globe proclaimed, “anyone who has the ability, who is trained to fight…has to go; I call
on Muslims to go and support their brothers in Syria.”158 The fact that Qaradawi is
generally not viewed as a radical cleric, and one who wrote a book only four years ago
dismissing the individual duty agreement in Palestine, Iraq, and Afghanistan, cannot be
overlooked. His stark change in attitude is illustrative of how important this conflict is to
Muslims outside of Syria and consequently why so many are volunteering. His
pronouncement undoubtedly serves to legitimize existing FF involvement and
simultaneously guarantees the continuation of it, as “a certain number of fence-sitters can
be expected to be swayed by [it].”159 Further, Qaradawi’s sanctification of this jihad
certainly reduces some moderate Sunni Muslims’ inhibitions about this jihad.
While Qaradawi’s call was for Sunni Muslims to fight President Assad’s Alawite
regime, opposing calls have been made by Iran and Hezbollah to fight alongside Assad,
in defence of Shiite Islam. If the Syrian conflict lacked such a strong religious dimension,
it is hard to imagine this open participation of militants from surrounding countries.
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Moreover, the military and financial support—nearly $4 billion credit line160—offered by
Iran to Syria is indicative of how important this conflict is to the powerful Shiite
population. Assisted by its proxy group Hezbollah, Iran has invested a great deal of time
and money in creating many pro-government militias, largely composed of FFs, for their
existence serves Iranian interests. By creating these groups, Iran is indeed capitalizing on
this sectarian division in order to drum up support in the Shiite world for its policies. As
McDonnell writes, “Syria is a kind of strategic chessboard on which interests great and
small are playing for their future advantage.”161 Indeed, Hezbollah’s decision to enter into
the fray in support of Assad has alienated its non-Shiite support base back in Lebanon
which views the group’s fighting as an affront to Sunnis—moderate and extremist. It is
hard to imagine Iran and Hezbollah would be so deeply involved in the conflict were the
Shiite population not threatened.
However, previous conflicts such as those in Iraq and Afghanistan, have also had
this Sunni-Sectarian bent and yet not nearly as many FFs. Several reasons are put
forward for why the Sunni-Shiite divide in Syria specifically has been such a magnetic
force. In the simplest sense, the reason is timing. Syria has become the epicentre of the
Sunni-Shiite divide that is plaguing much of the region right now. The turmoil created by
the Arab Spring exposed and aggravated these divisions within Islam and served as a
radicalizing catalyst for some. Specifically, the initial pro-democracy fervour of the Arab
Spring caused Iran a great deal of anxiety and made it ever more important for Iran to
exert its influence and protect the Shiite Arab world. While it has tried to establish itself
in Lebanon, effectively controlling Hezbollah today, and in post-Saddam Iraq, Syria is its
newest conquest and perhaps the one that holds the most promise. Unlike in Iraq and
Lebanon, Iran’s role in assisting pro-government forces in Syria is more direct, as Iran
has not just assisted existing groups but created them. This is a strategic move by Iran, as
it looks beyond Syria and seeks to establish unwaveringly loyal forces, not only to the
Shiite cause but to Iran as well. In the event of Assad’s fall, these groups will continue to
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promote Iranian interests throughout the Middle East. Iran is strategically manipulating
the conflict, and those within it, on the basis of Shiite preservation.
On the other side, Sunni-ruled states like Saudi Arabia are equally concerned
about the outcome of the Syrian conflict, as the Kingdom fears growing Iranian influence
in the region will inspire Shiite discontent in the area. Despite Riyadh’s efforts, over the
past decade, Iran has gained influence in Lebanon, Iraq, and Gaza where Hamas looks to
Iran for support. Further, the Arab Spring pushed Hosni Mubarak’s regime out of Egypt,
Riyadh’s most important Arab ally. Thus, the potential to overthrow Assad, Iran’s most
important Arab ally, represents “the best chance in a decade for Riyadh to roll back
Iranian power.”162 The possibility of increased Iranian power therefore is not merely a
geopolitical threat but also a fundamentally religious one. Syria has become epicentre of
“the perennial conflict with Iran, which is seen here as an almost existential threat to the
Kingdom because of its goal of exporting its own brand of revolutionary Shiite Islam
across the Muslim world.”163 States are deeply invested in the Syrian conflict because the
outcome will significantly affect the future of the Sunni-Shiite power distribution.

The Impact of Previous Conflicts
Additionally, previous Islamist conflicts have contributed to the high number of
FFs in Syria as they have laid the groundwork for the FF movement and created a pool of
veteran FFs. Syria was one of the easiest and most popular countries for FFs to enter Iraq
through during the height of the Iraqi insurgency: 2004-2007.164 Syria’s history as a
transit route for FFs created facilitation networks, contacts, and structures that are likely
utilized by the FFs in Syria’s conflict today. Moreover, veteran FFs leftover from the
Iraqi insurgency are known to be fighting in the Syrian conflict, many of who have also
fought in more recent uprisings such as in Tunisia. Therefore, as Zelin writes, “the
jihadist elements currently entering or already active in Syria are not starting from
scratch—they probably still have contacts to bring in more fighters from Iraq, North
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Africa, and Europe.”165 Groups like AS in Libya and its Tunisian offshoot, Ansar alSharia in Tunisia (AST), are known to be recruiting nationals to fight jihad abroad and in
Syria. The June 2013 study by Zelin, Kohlmann, and al-Khouri, indeed indicates the
pivotal role that AST is playing in Syria, as it provides direct operational support for
Tunisians looking to travel to Syria’s frontlines.166 Additionally, revolutionaries from
Arab Spring uprisings, such as the Libyan commander al-Harati, have gone to Syria
independently to fight, organizing and training armed units.
Several of the Palestinians from Gaza who have gone to Syria, cite the relative
calm in their region as one reason why they decided to fight in Syria. The 2012 ceasefire
between Israel and Hamas greatly diminished the opportunity for violent resistance and
thus, some young salafi-jihadis are taking their fight to Syria.167

Geographic Location
Syria’s geographic location has also made it a magnet for FFs, for both practical
and symbolic reasons. First, unlike the remote and isolated battlefields of Afghanistan,
Somalia, and Mali, Syria is surrounded by five states, four of which have been used as
transit routes by FFs. Turkey is of particular importance as its porous borders have helped
it become the primary transit hub for FFs, specifically in the North where once-sleepy
small towns now overflow with refugees and FFs alike. Even large provinces, such as
Hatay, serve as a jump off point for FFs, where hotels are now dominated by “journalists,
aid workers, and bearded Islamist fighters preparing for battle.”168 Western FFs have
been able to travel to through Turkey without arousing suspicion, as Turkey has
historically attracted a high number of Western tourists. For many Europeans, travel
through Turkey is all the easier, given that Turkey does not require visas for EU citizens.
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Additionally, EU counter-terrorism expert, Gilles de Kerchove notes that the
urban landscape of Syria may be more appealing to FFs than the barren landscape of
other conflict zones such as those in North Africa and Central Asia. 169 For a Westerner
accustomed to developed society, the move to Syria may seem less daunting.
Secondly, the geographic location of Syria is also important from a religious
standpoint, as it is the heart of the Islamic world. In Sunni scripture, specifically in the
hadiths or the statements attributed to the Prophet Muhammed,170 Syria is mentioned as
the site of the last apocalyptic battle with the anti-Christ. This notion is played up in
recruitment propaganda, and is observable in jihadi forums on the Internet. The conflict
is discussed in a way that “evokes this apocalyptic imagery, and the notion that you’re
leading up a final battle between good and evil, can be quite intoxicating for a 23-year
old.”171 Though the jihadi narrative can be seductive on its own, this added historical
religious dimension is specific to Syria.
Furthermore, the significance, symbolically and practically speaking, of Israel’s
contiguity cannot be overlooked. If McCants is right in asserting, “the cherished dream
for jihadis for all stripes is to finally take the battle to Israel,”172 then the appeal of Syria
is even clearer. Contrastingly, previous conflicts involving high numbers of FFs, such as
Somalia, Afghanistan, and Pakistan, did not share these geographic traits.

U.S. Policy
Another contributing factor to the high FF involvement in Syria, specifically
when speaking about jihadi FFs, may be the absence of a U.S. military presence in Syria.
By avoiding military involvement, the U.S. may be indirectly creating a safe haven for
jihadis. While the U.S. intervened in Afghanistan and Iraq to take out safe havens, and
continues to use drone strikes against suspected militants throughout the Arab world, it
has shied away from similar actions in Syria, resulting in what some see as the newest
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safe haven.173 Opportunistic jihadis may go to Syria seeking refuge, knowing they are
targets of U.S. military action in their home countries in North Africa and Central Asia.

The Media
While the media can always act as a catalyzing force for FF recruitment, the
coverage of the Syrian conflict has been particularly extensive and pervasive. The Syrian
conflict has specifically piqued media interest because of the unusually horrific
appearance of chemical weapons. Logically, the use of chemical weapons evokes a
unique sense of shock and awe, for their employment violates several international
treaties, including the Geneva Gas Protocol, which Syria is subject to. 174 In the Syrian
conflict, multiple chemical weapons attacks have been reported, with rebels blaming
Assad and visa-versa.
The chemical attacks that targeted a Damascus suburb in August 2013 were
exceptionally horrifying as the victims were primarily children. Images of hundreds of
shaking or listless small bodies dying on blood-streaked church floors, their eyes vacant
and their mouths open, flooded the news. It was impossible to look at these images from
the comfort and safety of your home and not feel helpless. This was a turning point for
much of the world, including the U.S. who threatened a military strike in response. Thus,
it seems likely that this instance and other highly publicized instances reportedly
involving non-conventional weapons use, served as radicalizing triggers for would-be
FFs. Its important to note that in instances like this, the FF may travel to Syria not to fight
jihad but to defend fellow Muslims from widespread killing. The danger of course, is
that these individuals become further radicalized once in Syria and adopt a jihadi
ideology whose list of enemies is far greater.
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Additional Influential Particulars
Several additional context-specific factors seem to be at play. First, Saudi
Arabia’s unique decision to offer death row inmates the option to leave death row in
order to fight Assad’s regime had a clear impact. According to reports dated April 2012,
the Saudi Kingdom offered these inmates a full pardon and financial payment in
exchange for their commitment to fight jihad in Syria.175 Additionally, Assad himself has
had an impact on the high number of FFs, releasing several prominent Islamists, namely
al-Julani, from jail in 2008 and 2009. Such a decision has clearly backfired, as al-Julani
now runs JN, one of the groups with the highest proportion of FFs.

HOW TO HANDLE: COUNTER STRATEGIES
Current research and analysis on how to effectively counter the threats posed by
FFs is scant and suffers from generalization. The threats posed by the FF are both
immediate and long term. The Islamist FFs in Syria are seen as the most threatening for
they polarize the current conflict and strengthen the extremists. Additionally, they may
leave the Syrian battlefield seeking to mount attacks in their home countries. Countering
these threats requires the development of multifaceted strategy with both international
and national measures. Additionally, locally based de-radicalization strategies may help
stymie the FF problem in the long run.
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International
Facilitative States: Funding and Transit
In terms of funding, it seems obvious that the U.S. and other Western states have
shied away from intervening and are unlikely to do so in the near future. However, Saudi
Arabia is openly fed-up with the lack of intervention, recently turning down a seat at the
UN Security Council in an unprecedented move, and tensions between the U.S. and Saudi
Arabia are unusually high.176 U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry has gone to great lengths
to reassure the Kingdom of American support and protection; however, a recent meeting
between King Abdullah and Kerry was followed with a statement from the Saudi’s
confirming that disagreements persist.177 This mounting frustration has led analysts to
believe that Saudi Arabia will fund the more hard-line Islamist groups in Syria, although
not the most extreme ISIS or JN.178 More funding to the Islamist groups means a boost in
strength and recruitment capabilities. If one is to believe Watts’ theory179 that FFs want to
play for the winner, they not only flood into Syria but flock to the groups with the most
funding and resources. Saudi funding would be decisive in terms of whom to choose.
Indeed, Watts recently said resource distribution is the key issue in terms of U.S.
counter-terrorism strategy, believing it is the “one way in which we can influence the
battlefield, if not dominate it.”180 It is in the U.S.’s interest to keep the jihadi factions
competing and prevent them from coordinating and pooling resources. Coordination
depends on resource distribution and allowing AQ central to gain control of the resource
distribution could be disastrous. While the opposition may not be as disjointed as it was
before the formation of the IF, the fact that IF and AQ are not united is good for the West
and should be exploited. In addition to strengthening the moderate FSA, the West should
seek to maintain the division between of AQ and IF. While the West does not have the
will or ability to take over the conflict, it has the ability to shape this resource distribution
and balance the competing factions. Further, Watts argues that the U.S. could wage a
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social media campaign aimed at exposing the rift between AQ and ISIS, in order to deter
would-be FFs from joining either.181
In the short-term then, the U.S. and other Western nations should monitor the
flow of money from allies like Saudi Arabia and Qatar into Syria and exert pressure on
states which appear to be sending money to extremist factions. According to a recent
news article,182 individual fighters are increasingly rebranding themselves as jihadist
because private donations are largely going to these extremist elements. Monies from
fundraising efforts, such as one run by a Saudi sheikh called “Wage Jihad With Your
Money,” are flowing primarily from Kuwait, Qatar, and Saudi Arabia into AQ-linked
groups.183 Given the proliferation of private donor campaigns, it has never been more
important to prevent state sponsorship. The West should do all that it can to ensure that
such groups do not receive additional support from wealthy states like Saudi Arabia.
In addition to exerting pressure on states thought or known to be funding the
extremist opposition, pressure should be applied to states that facilitate the transit of FFs,
namely Turkey. While the U.S. and the EU have exerted tremendous pressure on the
country for its apparent nonchalance, more drastic measures are needed, for tightening
Turkish-Syrian borders would inevitably reduce the flow of FFs. Turkey is far and away,
the most popular transit route for FFs entering Syria. While it claims it that it is going to
great lengths to stop this problem, analysts believe that this is merely an illusion that the
Turkish government is pushing. In reality, Turkey, an increasingly religious state, is
known to have supported the Sunni opposition and does not want to completely cut off its
support by tightening border controls. Furthermore, Turkey argues that the responsibility
lies in the Western governments who know exactly which citizens are flying to Turkey.
Both parties need to actively monitor the situation, and while evidence confirms that
Westerners are in fact monitoring the citizens who travel to the region, there is little
evidence to support Turkey’s claim that is actively trying to countering the FF threat.
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The Refugee Problem
The extremely high number of refugees flowing out of Syria and into makeshift
camps in bordering countries, such as Jordan and Lebanon, presents additional challenges
for strategies aimed at countering the FF threat. These camps are fertile grounds for
recruitment, as they contain masses of disaffected young men lacking employment,
purpose, and identity. Young Muslim refugees are an amplified version of the “easy
prey” Keppel184 wrote about when discussing targets for recruitment, as they are not only
directionless and dissatisfied, but also homeless and generally unwelcome in their host
country. As a result of the harsh living conditions and poor treatment from their host
country, refugees suffer a considerably bleak experience,185 which may cause them to
radicalize. Refugees are uniquely susceptible to the lure of radicalization and may be
inspired by the actions of FFs. This assertion finds empirical support from a recent study,
which found that refugee flows significantly increased the likelihood and counts of
transnational terrorist attacks that occur in the host country.186
The fact that Syria has produced nearly 2.3 million refugees, more than half of
whom are children,187 is deeply worrisome as more refugees means more individuals for
radicalization and recruitment. As Sageman notes, individuals are more likely to become
radicalized by a terrorist group whose propaganda resonates with an experiences he/she
has felt or lived through.188 Thus, a disaffected Syrian refugee, lacking purpose and
religious instruction in a secular camp in Jordan, may jump at the pro-Sunni propaganda
of the FFs. This appeal is compounded by the fact that many of the FFs in Syria today are
refugees themselves from previous conflicts. If the foreigner is travelling to fight the
Syrian war, surely the jobless Syrian refugee can offer his/her assistance too. Thus,
counter-strategies need to consider the wide appeal FFs have and the more distant
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problems stewing in refugee camps. Efforts could focus on working with local
governments and international organizations in order to monitor the camps, many of
which are seen as lawless. Just as Syria appears to be a developing safe haven for jihadis,
these refugee camps may be as well.

National
Legal Deterrence
Within their own countries, many states are taking important legal actions in order
to counter the FF threat. For example, Australian authorities have distributed flyers
stating that it is illegal for any Australian to “provide any kind of support to an armed
group in Syria.”189 Meanwhile the ASIO has withheld or cancelled eighteen of its
passports since January 2013, a rate that is two times the rate of previous years. ASIO
says it is doing so in order to prevent citizens from travelling abroad, namely to Syria, to
engage in “activities prejudicial to national security.”190 Furthermore, Australia’s former
foreign minister, Bob Carr, has argued that it should be against the law to allow any
Australian FF re-entry into the country once he/she has left for Syria.191 Though
Australia’s proactive stance on the issue is commendable, Carr’s particularly strong
stance may have the adverse effect of preventing defectors from returning home.
In the Netherlands, the Dutch set a legal precedent in October 2013 by convicting
two would-be jihadis of “preparing to commit murder,” and in effect clarifying that it is
now illegal in the Netherlands to go to Syria to fight.192 The men had bought airline
tickets and collected money for the fight in Syria and were convicted on the basis that
going to Syria to fight implies an intention to kill. This ruling may deter would-be jihadis
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from travelling to Syria, if they know they will inevitably face jail time when they return.
Similarly, the French enacted laws outlawing training in terrorist camps abroad,
following the 2012 attack on a Jewish school by a French national who had returned from
training in Pakistan.193 While individual European nations have enacted specific laws, the
EU lacks a clear comprehensive strategy on how to bar citizens from joining the Syrian
conflict.
In the U.S., laws already prohibit citizens from joining terrorist organizations or
any armed groups that are hostile to the U.S. While JN and ISIS are both U.S.-designated
terrorist organizations, not one of the seven groups that makeup the IF are U.S.designated terrorist organizations.194 Further, because the IF states that it is willing to
work with international actors, it is unclear as to whether or not U.S. citizens joining the
IF would face the same charges as those joining AQ-linked groups. The U.S. needs to
clarify its stance on the IF and take appropriate measures in order to deter its citizens
from joining the conflict. For even if the U.S. agrees to cooperate with the IF, the
presence of its citizens fighting alongside any armed in group in Syria, especially one
with an Islamist bent, is undesirable.
Lastly, it is essential that governments monitor where its citizens are flying, with
special attention focused to travel in the region. Though many, specifically Western,
governments claim to be doing this independently, cooperation between governments
would be extremely helpful as well. The push for a Europe-wide passenger database for
air travel should be supported and enacted as quickly as possible.

Defector Cooperation
Another less popular idea is the notion of dealing with defectors who have the
potential to provide inside information useful for an effective counter-strategy. Of course,
such an avenue requires providing incentives to the defectors and may be viewed
unfavourably by those who see it as “compromising” with traitors. While the U.S. has
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largely seemed to write this idea off, it worked for Algeria in breaking up the GIA and
deserves consideration.195 The notion of defector cooperation is largely made impossible
if steps are taken to prohibit re-entry of all FFs into one’s home country. Though both
strategies have the same aim of preventing future terrorist activity in one’s nation, each
approaches the problem from a starkly different perspective. The limiting nature of the
prohibiting re-entry strategy may undermine its effectiveness, as while it would seem to
eliminate the threat of immediate future terrorist activity, it may facilitate future attacks
as it alienates citizens who may have been wrongly identified as fighters or those who
fought for reasons other than jihad. Thus, in addition to monitoring individual’s travel
routes and identifying those who appear to be fighting in Syria, a state needs to gather
biographical information on these citizens in order to better grasp why they are in Syria
and what they may be doing.

Radicalization and Countering the Narrative
From a more long-term perspective, Watts advocates that broad national strategies
need to be met with more localized counter efforts focused on cities and hubs where
radicalization occurs.196 As opposed to conventional military approaches, Watts suggests
that the solution lies in low-level negotiation skills and economic development of the
flashpoint cities known to produce a great number of FFs. Additionally, he argues that
defeating the current cycle of FF recruitment requires a form of imitation of the enemy.
As he writes, “the U.S. and its allies need to allocate their resources like jihadist
recruiters allocate theirs: focus on the most fertile fields.”197 This argument finds support
when considering Syria, as many of the identified Western FFs who have travelled to
Syria were part of local radical Islamist groups before departing.
Such local movements are threatening as they increasingly use the developments
in Syria to promote their Islamist goals back home. In effect, this has radicalized
members to the point where they go fight jihad abroad. For example, of the Dutch FFs
who have travelled to Syria, many were members of radical Islamist organizations back
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in the Netherlands, such as Sharia4Holland and Behind Bars.198 According to the Dutch
General Intelligence and Security Service (AIVD), these groups are especially dangerous
for they provide an environment in which “radical ideas have been able to develop into
jihadist views. Group dynamics have led to rapid radicalization of many individuals and
actual attempts to participate in the jihad in Syria.”199 Knowing the role that these groups
have had in terms of radicalizing individuals, it is essential that resources be allocated to
monitoring them and tracking members. The threat is only further compounded when one
considers how influential a radicalized veteran FF returning from Syria may be to new
members of one of these organizations.
For this reason, it would be ideal if these groups lost their support base or ceased
to exist altogether. However, seeing as this is unrealistic, an alternative suggestion is to
counter the narrative provided by these groups in order to sway some would-be recruits
from joining it. Such a notion is similar to the suggestion given by Watts, 200 regarding JN
and ISIS, which advocated a social media campaign that exposes the disunity among the
groups’ members. This is not countering the narrative; so much as it is confronting the
narrative in a way that exposes its faults and shortcomings. Highlighting the petty but
influential rift has the effect of detracting from the romantic illusion that all jihadis are
united and fighting the same enemy.
In addition to providing a counter narrative, anti-discrimination measures in
one’s country should be enforced in order to prevent Muslims from becoming isolated
and humiliated. Such feelings of isolation and humiliation are commonly cited precursors
to the radicalization process. Discrimination breeds hostility that can quickly transform
into a desire for revenge. This revenge can lead a person to radicalize and perhaps, seek
to partake in jihad. If returning FFs, specifically those who were not radical jihadis, are
allowed back in their country, measures should be taken to assure their reintegration into
society.
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CONCLUSION
The challenges presented by the FF population Syria are vast and widespread.
Successfully countering such threats demands an equally comprehensive strategy.
Internationally, pressure needs to be exerted on those states which are facilitating the FF
flows, namely those states who are funding the extremist groups, promoting FF
involvement, and/or those with particularly porous borders. Additionally, careful
attention should be paid to the refugee population, as it may provide extremist recruiters
with a large pool of future FFs. Nationally, states should implement legal strategies
aimed at deterring FFs, monitor those who travel to the region, perhaps work with
defectors, and design strategies aimed at de-radicalization within the community.
Whatever actions state’s decide to take, they should be cautious not to marginalize
radicals from their communities, as doing so may have the adverse effect of creating
future FFs and/or future domestic terrorists who will aid others in committing future
attacks.
While the jihadist FF poses obvious threats to the West, FFs who are not hardcore jihadists do not pose the same threats. This simple fact is extremely significant when
considering returning FFs, as the non-jihadist FFs may fear returning home if they know
they face punishment. Too scared to return home, the FF may remain in Syria and
become committed to jihad as a result. The uniqueness of the FF phenomenon means the
task of creating a successful counter-strategy may largely be a process of trial and error.
However, considering that many analysts, including Watts, McCannts, and Mendelsohn,
believe the West and the U.S. don’t have a real strategy whatsoever right now, a process
of trial and error looks like a good start.
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GLOSSARY
Glossary of Groups
NAME
ASAIB AHL AL-HAQQ (AAH)
AL-QAEDA (AQ)
AL-QAEDA IN IRAQ (AQI)

ANSAR AL-SHAM
ANSAR AL-SHARIA (AS)
ANSAR AL-SHARIA IN TUNISIA (AST)
FAROUQ BATTALIONS
FREE SYRIAN ARMY (FSA)
ISLAMIC FRONT (IF)
HAMAS
HARAKAT AHRAR AL-SHAM ALISLAMIYYA (HASI)
HEZBOLLAH
JAISH AL-ISLAM (JAI)
JABHAT AL-NUSRA (JN)
KATAIB HEZBOLLAH (KH)
KATAIB SAYYID AL-SHUHADA (KSS)
KURDISH ISLAMIC FRONT (KIF)
LIWA ABU FADL AL-ABBAS BRIGADE
(LAFA)
LIWA AL-HAQQ
LIWA AL-TAWHID
LIWA AL-UMMAH
ISLAMIC REVOLUTIONARY GUARD CORPS
(IRGC)
ISLAMIC STATE OF IRAQ (ISI)
ISLAMIC STATE ISLAMIC STATE OF IRAQ
AND AL-SHAM/SYRIA/THE LEVANT (ISIS)

NOTES
IRAQI-BASED SHIITE, SUPPORTED BY IRAN,
FF SUPPLIER TO LAFA
SALAFI-JIHADI, RUN BY ZAWAHRI
IRAQI BRANCH OF AQI, RUN BY ALBAGHDADI, CURRENT STATUS MAY BE
ECLIPSED BY ISI/ISIS
SIF FACTION, NOW PART OF IF
AQ-AFFILIATE, ORIGINATED IN LIBYA
TUNISIAN BRANCH OF AS
EXTREMIST SILF FACTION
WESTERN-BACKED SYRIAN OPPOSITION,
MILITARY WING OF SNC
SUNNI OPPOSITION FRONT, COMPOSED OF
PREVIOUS SIF AND SILF FACTIONS, KIF
AND JAI
PALESTINIAN, CONTROLS GAZA AND
SUPPORTS SYRIAN OPPOSITION
EX-SIF FACTION, LED BY HASSAN ABOUD,
NOW PART OF IF
LEBANESE SHIITES, SUPPORTED BY IRAN,
TRAINING FF FOR LAFA
SALAFI FRONT RUN BY ALLOUSH, NOW PART
OF IF
PRIMARY AQ PRESENCE IN SYRIA, RUN BY
AL-JULANI, SALAFI-JIHADI
IRAQI-BASED SHIITE, SUPPORTED BY IRAN,
FF SUPPLIER TO LAFA
IRAQI-BASED SHIITE, FF SUPPLIER TO LAFA
KURDISH OPPOSITION GROUP
PRO-ASSAD SHIITE FORCE, SUPPORTED BY
IRGC
EX-SIF FACTION, NOW PART OF IF
EX-SILF FACTION, LED BY AMR HURETIAN,
NOW PART OF IF
OPPOSITION FRONT RUN BY LIBYAN FF
IRANIAN MILITARY, SUPPORTER OF PROASSAD MILITANT GROUPS
FRONT GROUP OF AQI, RUN BY ALBAGHDADI AND NOW UNDER NAME ISIS
AQ-LINKED SALAFI-JIHADI OPPOSITION IN
SYRIA, RUN BY AL-BAGHDADI
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GLOSSARY OF GROUPS (CONTINUED)
NAME
PALESTINIAN FRONT FOR THE LIBERATION OF
PALESTINE-GENERAL COUNCIL (PFLP-GC)
QODS FORCE
SUQOR AL-SHAM
SYRIAN ISLAMIC FRONT (SIF)
SYRIAN ISLAMIC LIBERATION FRONT (SILF)
SUPREME MILITARY COMMAND (SMC)
SYRIAN NATIONAL COALITION (SNC)

NOTES
SYRIAN-PALESTINIAN, SUPPORTIVE OF
ASSAD
ELITE BRANCH OF IRGC
EX-SILF FACTION, RUN BY ABU AHMED
ISSA AL-SHEIKH, NOW PART OF IF
SALAFI OPPOSITION UMBRELLA GROUP
MODERATE OPPOSITION GROUP, ALIGNED
WITH SNC
MILITARY COMMAND STRUCTURE OF
FSA, MODERATE OPPOSITION
POLITICAL ENTITY OF WESTERN-BACKED
SYRIAN OPPOSITION

Glossary of Key Figures
NAME
AL-ASSAD, BASHAR
ALLOUSH, ZAHRAN
AL-BAGHADI, ABU BAKR
AL-HAMAWI, HASSAN ABOUD ABDULLAH
HURETIAN, AMR
AL-JUNALI, ABU MUHAMMAD
AL-QARADAWI, YUSUF
AL-SHEIKH, ABU AHMED ISSA
AL-ZAWAHRI, AYMAN

AFFILIATION
SYRIAN MILITARY AND SHIITE BRIGADES
LIWA AL-ISLAM, SILF, AI, IF
AQI, ISI, ISIS
HASI, SIF, IF
LIWA AL-TAWHID
JN
EGYPTIAN SUNNI CLERIC
SUQOR AL-SHAM, SILF, IF
AQ, AQI, JN, ISIS
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Glossary of Terms
WORD
AL-SHAM
ALAWITE
BIDDA
CALIPHATE
EMIR
FATWA
GHAZI
HADITH
JIHAD
KAFIR
MUJAHDEEN
SALAF
SHARIA

SAYYIDA ZEYNAB
SHRINE
SHIITE
SUFI
SUNNI
SHAHID
WAHABBI

NOTES
THE LEVANT; GREATER SYRIA
MYSTICAL SECT OF SHIISM; ASSAD’S RELIGION
INNOVATIONS, DISMISSED BY SALAFS
7TH CENTURY RULE OVER EMPIRE THAT ONCE SPREAD INTO MODERN
DAY EUROPE
RULER
DECREE OF AN ISLAMIC LEADER/CLERIC
ANCIENT WARRIOR FIGURE; JIHAD
ANCIENT SCRIPTURES
STRUGGLE, CAN BE VIOLENT
NON-BELIEVER
SOMEONE ENGAGING IN JIHAD
EXTREMIST INTERPRETATION OF SUNNI ISLAM; AQ-LINKED; MANY
OPPOSITION GROUPS IN SYRIA ARE SALAFIST, INCLUDING IF
ISLAMIC LAW
SACRED SHIITE SHRINE IN SOUTHERN DAMASCUS
2ND MOST POPULAR SECT OF ISLAM; RELATED TO ALAWITES; IRAN AND
HEZBOLLAH ARE SHIITE
MYSTICAL BRANCH OF ISLAM, SOME RELATE IT TO SUNNI ISLAM
MOST POPULAR SECT OF ISLAM; OPPOSITION IN SYRIA DOMINATED BY
SUNNIS
MARTYR
EXTREME INTERPRETATION OF SUNNI ISLAM; BORN OUT OF SAUDI
ARABIA
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